MAGIC LESSONS with a multimedia TEACHER’S KIT. For every year of teaching you get:

1. **a Paper guide**
   - practical instructions for the organization of your magic lessons
   - the theoretical background of the narrative format approach
   - the text of six simple stories which recount the adventures of Hocus and his friend Lotus.
   - a guide to actions, mimes and facial expressions to support pupils’ understanding and catch its attention, it’s the guide to be magic!
   
   All this in 5 languages: ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN SPANISH and ITALIAN

   you will find the DVD at the end of the paperguide

   Click onto languages menu than go back and choose the format or the mini-musical you want to perform

2. **The training DVD**
   the format session shows the mimic theatre or acting out, the technique of the **narrative format approach**.

   Children will have lots of fun and together you will learn a lot!

   With the mini-musical session you will learn the songs and gestures coordinated to the words.

   The cartoon with subtitles appears at the same time.

3. **The magic T-shirt and the big Hocus&Lotus bag**
   Thanks to the magic T-shirt you can enter in the Hocus and Lotus magic world where only the new language is spoken and understood. Size available: XXL.

   www.hocus-lotus.edu
The best way to learn is to have:

THE CARTOONS to watch over and over again!
Every DVD contains 6 episodes of the fantastic Adventures of Hocus and Lotus!
Printed in 5 languages.

code: DVD1 € 14,95  code: DVD2 € 14,95  code: DVD3 € 14,95  code: DVD4 € 14,95  code: DVD5 € 14,95

THE SING ALONGs every night before going to sleep!
Audio Cd with the mini-musicals of the formats and the illustrated 28 pages booklet with the rimes of the songs.
Available in 5 languages.
Level 1 € 9,95  Level 2 - € 9,95  Level 3 - € 9,95  Level 4 - € 9,95  Level 5 - € 9,95

THE MAGIC KIT to enter in the Magic WORLD!
The idea behind the Hocus and Lotus stories is that pupils and teacher enter a magic world together, where only the new language is spoken.
To assist this process they wear a special MAGIC T-SHIRT!
A beautiful 100% cotton-bag is included!
code: KM € 10,03 Sizes 2-10 years

THE DINOBOOKS in 5 Languages!
The adventures of our heroes are told in nice colored booklets! 21x21cm
Written in 5 languages, the booklets are ideal to be read to the entire classroom and to be used by parents at home.
code: H&L 1.1 - 1.30 € 6,00 each Series of 6 books, 1 Level each series - € 24,00 code:H&Lseries Lev 1-5

THE PLUSH TOYS to play with, to love! !!NEW!!
We finally have the Hocus and Lotus PLUSH TOYS!
Tested for children 0-3 years old and over
Height: 20cm
Hocus: code H € 13,48
Lotus: code L € 13,48

www.hocus-lotus.edu